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The FlashStart Platform

Protection against cyber threats
Innovative, cloud-based filter for malware, 
ransomware, botnets, phishing and dangerous 
contents. More than ninety blacklist categories, 
constantly updated by AI, with completely 
customizable protection.

Multi-tenant with detailed reports
Dashboard configurable with isolated
customers and tenants, and detailed reports 
with a variety of views: by category, profile, 
user, traffic router, etc., in compliance 
with international privacy regulations.

The easiest installation
Excellent compatibility with any type 
of router, WiFi hotspot, firewall, gateway. 
Support for both static and dynamic IP,
IPv4, IPv6. Native APP for Windows, Android, 
Chromebook, and IoS.

Outstanding human support
Highly qualified engineers available 
to quickly resolve any problem
at any time, in English, Spanish, or Italian. 
Extensive supply of guides, tutorials, 
and recurring instructional events.

Immediate protection anywhere
Global protection on an ultrafast 
Anycast network, with both LAN and roaming 
endpoint protection (ex. for smart-working 
and distance learning).

Integration with MS-Active Directory
Native support for synchronization 
of the MS-Active Directory. It allows 
for the application of specific policies 
for groups, users, and workstations.



FlashStart, Global Cyber security

Tens of millions of people protected in the world

The choice of over 700 partners

Distributed in over 150 countries

Billions of accesses protected daily

Millions of threats blocked daily

flashstart.com



Global anycast network

North America
Atlanta
Chicago
Mexico City
Dallas
Los Angeles
Miami
New York
Seattle
Silicon Valley
Toronto

South America
Bogotà
Buenos Aires
Lima
Quito
San Paolo
Santiago de Chile

Europe
Amsterdam
Bologna
Bucarest
Frankfurt
London
Madrid
Milan
Paris
Stockholm
Warsaw

Africa
Johannesburg

Asia
Dubai
Hong Kong
Mumbai
Seoul
Singapore
Tokyo

Australia
Sydney



Talking about us

Spain Italy Uruguay Uruguay USA

Malaysia UK Italy Italy Singapore

Costa Rica Italy UK Italy Bolivia

Italy Canada Brasil India Italy



Distribution of customers in the world



The product line

Content & malware filter

Geoblocking & safe search engine

Traffic reporting and analysis

Multi-tenant dashboard

MS active directory synch

On-premise local DNS cache

Granular filter for users/groups/machines

Endpoint & smartphone protection (ClientShield)

PRO PRO Plus PRO LITE per ISP

The basic filter that protects
small and medium-sized

companies, families,
and associations.

The professional filter
for medium and large
companies, schools,
and public agencies.

The centralised filter
for protecting ISP
infrastructures
and their users.
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